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Over the last decade, the Internet has grown at a tremendous speed in both size and com-
plexity. Nowadays, a large number of important services – for instance e-commerce,
healthcare and many others – depend on the availability of the underlying network.
Clearly, service interruptions due to network problems may have a severe impact. On
the long way towards the Future Internet, the complexity will grow even further. There-
fore, new ideas and concepts must be evaluated thoroughly, and particularly in realistic,
real-world Internet scenarios, before they can be deployed for production networks. For
this purpose, various testbeds – for instance PLANETLAB, GPENI or G-LAB – have been estab-
lished and are intensively used for research. However, all of these testbeds lack the support
for so-called multi-homing.

Multi-homing denotes the connection of a site to multiple Internet service providers, in
order to achieve redundancy. Clearly, with the need for network availability, there is a stea-
dily growing demand for multi-homing. The idea of the NORNET CORE project is to establish a
Future Internet research testbed with multi-homed sites, in order to allow researchers to
perform experiments with multi-homed systems. Particular use cases for this testbed
include realistic experiments in the areas of multi-path routing, load balancing, multi-path
transport protocols, overlay networks and network resilience. In this paper, we introduce
the NORNET CORE testbed as well as its architecture.

� 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Internet has become a critical infrastructure in our
modern society. Individuals, organisations and govern-
ments rely on the algorithms, protocols, services and appli-
cations that constitute the Internet for conducting their
business. Failures or unavailability of central components
in the network immediately transforms to irritation,
monetary loss and sometimes also breakdown in public
services. Add to this the enormous scale of the Internet,
and it becomes evident that the barrier for making changes
to this infrastructure is high. New ideas must be thor-
oughly tested and validated before they can be deployed
in production networks. It has long been clear that such
testing must be done in a setting that transcends the tradi-
tional lab environment, in order to capture the complexity
of scale, traffic and network heterogeneity that exists in a
real network. Such tests can, however, often not be done
in existing production networks, since they can potentially
influence the stability of the network. This has led to an in-
creased interest in recent years for large-scale distributed
network testbeds to support experimentation with Future
Internet technologies. The characteristics of these testbeds
vary. Some offer a large number of nodes and are well sui-
ted for testing scalability [1], others target particular tech-
nologies such as optical [2] or wireless [3] networks, while
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Fig. 1. The current NORNET sites map.
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yet others offer the compute power that is needed to test
the functionality of heavily distributed applications [4].
The common goal for these testbeds is to provide a realistic
environment for testing out an idea, beyond what can be
achieved at a single location.

This paper presents NORNET CORE,1 a distributed, wired
testbed for experimental networking research that is cur-
rently being constructed in Norway. The NORNET CORE is built
in the context of the NORNET project, a project that also builds
the complementary test-bed NORNET EDGE [5,6]; a flexible re-
search infrastructure for conducting measurements and
experimentation with mobile broadband networks. Initially,
the NORNET CORE consists of 10 programmable sites that are
geographically spread across most of Norway, mainly at uni-
versities and other research institutions, as shown in Fig. 1.
In addition, two international sites in Essen, Germany, and
Haikou, China, provide a view on the Norwegian network
from abroad. Further international sites will be deployed
in the future. The defining characteristic of NORNET CORE is
a strong focus on supporting experiments that exploit mul-
ti-connectivity. Each site will be connected to at least two
wired Internet Service Providers (ISPs), and all these
1 NORNET: http://www.nntb.no.
connections will be exposed and available for use. Further-
more, all the sites being part of NORNET CORE will be intercon-
nected as a fully connected mesh, including all possible
combinations of available ISPs as the individual sites. This
allows the use of multiple (potentially partly overlapping)
paths between any pair of sites in the testbed. This in turn
opens up the possibility for a range of experiments in the
areas of multi-path routing, load balancing, multi-path
transport protocols, overlay networks or network resilience,
just to mention a few.

NORNET CORE is built on the MYPLC software developed
by the PLANETLAB

2 [1] consortium. This has the advantage of
a large and well-maintained code base and user community,
and eases federation with other similar testbeds. NORNET

CORE extends the functionality offered by MYPLC by giving
experimenters access to multiple network connections. Any-
body can apply for a user account in NORNET CORE, but access
will be regulated in order to guarantee that each experiment
receives sufficient resources.3

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we give an overview of relevant Internet testbeds.
2 PLANETLAB: http://www.planet-lab.org/.
3 In case of contention, priority will be given to experiments with the

involvement of a Norwegian research group.
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In Section 3, we discuss design choices related to NORNET

CORE, before we give a thorough description of the NORNET

CORE architecture in Section 4. In Section 5 we highlight
some experiments where the multi-homing capabilities
of NORNET CORE should be of particular value. We shortly
present the current status of the testbed deployment in
Section 6, before we provide a short tutorial overview of
an experiment based on NORNET CORE in Section 7. We con-
clude and discuss the future direction of NORNET CORE in
Section 8.
2. Related work

There is currently a significant focus in the research
community on building large and realistic testbeds as key
enablers for the Future Internet. These testbeds are in-
tended to provide a flexible environment for performing
measurements and testing. Examples of large initiatives
supporting such testbeds are FIRE4 in the European Union
and GENI5 [7] in the United States. These and other initia-
tives have led to the establishment of several large distrib-
uted testbeds, with different goals and characteristics.

The most well-known large distributed testbeds are PLA-

NETLAB [1] and its European sibling ONELAB,6 which give users
access to processing and network resources on more than
thousand nodes in all regions of the world. These testbeds
are very well suited for evaluating large distributed systems
like peer-to-peer networks. However, the limited resources
and large user base makes it difficult to guarantee sufficient
resources to each experiment.

Other testbeds are smaller in size, but offer extended
functionalities or more powerful resources. FEDERICA7 [8]
offers a high-capacity network testbed based on dedicated
channels in European research and education networks.
EMANICSLAB

8 provides a distributed testbed based on the
MYPLC framework for use by Emanics partners. G-LAB

9 [9],
which is also partly based on MYPLC software, provides ac-
cess to both wired and wireless nodes at tens of sites across
Germany. GPENI10 [10], which has been a source of inspira-
tion for NORNET, adds flexibility by interconnecting sites by
Data Link Layer tunnels (or optical channels at some sites).
GPENI is a global infrastructure, with sites in the United
States, Europe and Asia. Finally, PANLAB

11 provides a platform
for integrating testbeds located at different institutions. In
contrast to NORNET CORE, however, none of these testbeds
have a particular focus on multi-homed sites.

In addition to the dedicated experimental facilities
mentioned above, most national research and education
networks are also used to support network experiments.
The advantage of these networks over dedicated testbeds
is that they carry real user traffic, and can therefore pro-
vide a more realistic environment. This is, however, also
4 FIRE: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/fire/.
5 GENI: http://www.geni.net/.
6 ONELAB: http://www.onelab.eu/.
7 FEDERICA: http://www.fp7-federica.eu/.
8 EMANICSLAB: http://www.emanicslab.org/.
9 G-LAB: http://www.german-lab.de/.

10 GPENI: http://wiki.ittc.ku.edu/gpeni/.
11 PANLAB: http://www.panlab.net/.
their biggest drawback: since they are production net-
works, they cannot be used for experiments that jeopardise
normal operations.
3. Design choices

When using a set of ISPs to provide multi-connectivity
between sites, a central decision to make is whether to
establish the needed site-to-site connections – the tunnels
over the Internet – at the Data Link Layer or at the Network
Layer. In the case of NORNET CORE, this decision translates
into a question of whether to bridge the LANs that consti-
tute each site into an amalgamated NORNET CORE LAN (e.g.
by using L2TPv3 [11] or a similar protocol), or to run the
LANs as autonomous entities interconnected by routers
(e.g. by using Virtual Private Network (VPN) software or
IP tunnels between the sites).

Creating a distributed testbed as an amalgamated LAN
has several advantages. The connectivity between all the
nodes will be provided by the LAN technology itself, while
LAN-targeted management tools could be used for manag-
ing and monitoring the whole testbed infrastructure. The
GPENI network is an example of a testbed that successfully
utilises L2TPv3 capable Cisco routers to connect the differ-
ent sites that constitute the testbed.

While NORNET CORE is inspired by GPENI, there is how-
ever one major difference between these two testbeds.
This difference is the support of NORNET CORE for multi-
homed sites. The GPENI network is built as a star-shaped
topology. In particular, this means that the topology does
not contain any loops. In contrast, the NORNET CORE topology
with its mesh of interconnected ISPs will contain a multi-
tude of loops. Using the de facto LAN standard Ethernet
[12] to internally connect nodes at each site, creating an
amalgamated NORNET CORE LAN would then easily result
in broadcast storms and MAC address table instability.
Broadcast storms and MAC address table instability are
typically avoided in LANs containing loops by enabling
the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) [13]. The STP, however,
breaks a loop in the topology, the cause of the before men-
tioned problems, by removing a link from the loop, i.e.
leaving the link idle. In the case of the NORNET CORE testbed,
this kind of behaviour is not acceptable, as it will have an
adverse effect on the multi-homing characteristics of each
site. When a new ISP is added to a NORNET CORE site, it cre-
ates several loops in the NORNET CORE topology as new tun-
nels are created from the newly added ISP to the ISPs at
other sites. In such a scenario, the STP would detect these
newly created loops and remove them by leaving the new
tunnels idle (or alternatively idle some of the old tunnels
being part of the same set of loops). In other words, en-
abling the STP would effectively remove the multi-homing
capabilities of the sites in the NORNET CORE testbed, which is
of course unacceptable.

It is possible to imagine a configuration of Data Link
Layer tunnelling for the NORNET CORE testbed where each
tunnel between the ISPs is configured as a separate VLAN
[14]. The STP is then not needed, as each separate VLAN
no longer contains any loops in the topology. Such a config-
uration would, however, introduce an unwanted level of
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Fig. 2. The NORNET CORE architecture overview.
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complexity to the testbed, and at the same time remove
some of the benefits of having an amalgamated NORNET

CORE LAN. A decision was therefore made to establish the
tunnels between the NORNET CORE sites at the Network
Layer.

Tunnels between sites at the Network Layer are com-
monly created by using third-party VPN software. Such
software, like TINC,12 typically include encryption, compres-
sion and self-routing techniques to facilitate the user
requirement of creating a private and secure network. The
multi-homing characteristics of NORNET CORE could, however,
again pose a challenge. Each NORNET CORE site needs to han-
dle a large set of partly overlapping tunnels,13 potentially
in the range of about 100 tunnels14 per site for our initial
12 site NORNET CORE topology. Such a number of encrypted
tunnels could pose a scalability issue. It is of great impor-
tance that the computational requirements to handle the
tunnels at a site do not introduce a load to the system that
interferes with the experiments running in the testbed. Fur-
thermore, it is of the utmost importance, that the VPN soft-
ware itself does not interfere with the routing between the
NORNET CORE site nodes where the researcher using the test-
bed should be able to choose exactly which tunnels to use
for a given experiment. We need to avoid any unfortunate
side-effect or hidden routing caused by behind-the-scenes
intelligence in the VPN software itself.

The scalability and routing concerns considered, adding
the fact that the NORNET CORE testbed per se has no need for
encrypted tunnels,15 we decided to establish the tunnels be-
tween the NORNET CORE sites using static IP tunnels. More
specifically, and as further detailed in Section 4, the static
IP tunnels are realised by using the Generic Routing Encap-
sulation (GRE) protocol [15] over IPv4 and IPv6-over-IPv6
tunnels, as implemented by the Linux operating system.
12
TINC: http://www.tinc-vpn.org/.

13 As explained further in Section 4, between any two sites there will exist
several tunnels to take advantage of all possible combinations of ISPs at the
two sites.

14 For instance, 2 local ISPs at a site S having 11 other sites as peers with 2
ISPs each and 2 IP protocols – i.e. IPv4 and IPv6 – result already in
2� 11� 2� 2 ¼ 88 tunnel endpoints at S.

15 Note that this does not put any restrictions on the users of the testbed.
They may freely include encryptions in their experiments if wanted.
Encryption will just not be provided as a service by the testbed itself.
4. The NORNET CORE architecture

In the following, we describe the NORNET CORE architec-
ture that has been developed in accordance with the de-
sign choices explained above.

4.1. Overview

An overview of the NORNET CORE architecture is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. It consists of multiple sites at different
locations (see also Fig. 1), where each site consists of a
set of nodes: the research nodes (PL, VINI,. . .) constitutes
the nodes where researchers will actually run their exper-
iments, a control node (ctrl) provides the institution hosting
a site with local access to the site for e.g. local monitoring,
while a tunnelbox (Tbox) manages all the tunnels that con-
nect this site to other NORNET CORE sites, using the available
ISPs.

Each site is connected to at least two ISPs. For simplic-
ity, we have allocated a unique identification number
Pi 2 ½1;255� � N – which is denoted as NORNET Provider In-
dex – for each ISP i used in the NORNET setup. Having a site a
– identified by a unique identification number
Sa 2 ½1;255� � N denoted as NORNET Site Index – connected
to the ISPs P̂a ¼ fPa1 ; Pa2g and a site Sb connected to ISPs
P̂b ¼ fPb1 ; Pb2 ; Pb3g, there are P̂a

�
�
�
�
�
�� P̂b

�
�
�
�
�
� ¼ 2� 3 paths from

Sa to Sb possible, as illustrated in Fig. 3:

Pa1 ! Pb1
; Pa1 ! Pb2

; Pa1 ! Pb3
;

Pa2 ! Pb1
; Pa2 ! Pb2

; Pa2 ! Pb3
:

That is, traffic from site Sa can use the two outgoing provid-
ers P̂a; traffic received at site Sb can come in from the three
incoming providers Sb. All six possible paths from site Sa to
site Sb are represented by static tunnels among the corre-
sponding sites’ provider endpoints. Note, that the reverse
direction (i.e. site Sb to site Sa) works in the same way; it
has been omitted here for simplification. Also, it has to
be noted that the tunnel setup is separate for each Network
Layer protocol (i.e. IPv4 and IPv6).

At each site, the tunnels are terminated at the tunnel-
box. The tunnelboxes are routers that form a fully-con-
nected mesh of tunnels among the NORNET CORE sites.
They also connect the research nodes at the sites as well
as the management infrastructure. All nodes i within a site

http://www.tinc-vpn.org/


Fig. 3. A NORNET CORE tunnel example.

Fig. 4. The NORNET CORE central site at the Simula research laboratory.
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are identified by a site-unique NORNET Node Index
Ni 2 ½1;255� � N.

Site #1 is the Simula central site; an overview of this
site is provided in Fig. 4. Beside the research nodes and
the tunnelbox, it also contains the management and mon-
itoring infrastructure for the NORNET CORE testbed. The fol-
lowing sections describe the NORNET CORE parts in more
detail.

4.2. Site address space layout

The tunnelling scheme is particularly applied to allow
for a clean and systematic NORNET-internal addressing of
all components. Since IPv4 addresses are scarce, it has been
considered as being practically impossible to allocate a sin-
gle consecutive address space for the whole per-provider
NORNET CORE network from each of the used ISPs. For in-
stance, this would have meant that an ISP P1 would have
had to provide an address space that is large enough to
subdivide it into a subnet for each existing and future site
– also taking future growth of each site into consideration.

Therefore, we have decided to use private address
spaces within the sites, with routing over the public net-
works through the tunnels among the tunnelboxes. To
keep the addressing scheme simple and clean, we have
used the subnetting scheme described in the following.

For IPv4, the devices on each site are addressed by:

:

That is, a node N8 on site S1 connected to the ISPs P1 and
ISP P2 has the address 10:P1:S1:N8 in ISP P1’s network as
well as the address 10.P2.S1.N8 in ISP P2’s network. Also,
e.g. the whole network of ISP P1 is simply 10.P1.0.0/16.
Since the address space for each ISP is contiguous, the rout-
ing tables remain small and the routing process simple and
efficient.

For IPv6, we have adapted the IPv4 approach but re-
ceived the public address space 2001:700:4100::/48:

:

Here, PP denotes the two-digit hexadecimal Provider In-
dex, SS the two-digit hexadecimal Site Index and NN the
two-digit hexadecimal Node Index. Since IPv6 provides
plenty of address space, it is furthermore possible to use
node-internal addressing denoted by XXXX (a four-digit
hexadecimal index). This is e.g. applied for allocating ad-
dress space to virtual machines on a physical node. Note,
that the remaining unused 40 bits could easily be used
for such purposes as well.

Instead of using a public IPv6 address space, it would
also be possible to uniquely enumerate future NORNET vari-
ants by using IPv6 Unique Local addresses [16], i.e. realis-
ing a private but – in contrast to private IPv4 addresses –
globally unique addressing scheme. This allows for con-
necting such networks without a need for address changes
to make all addresses in the resulting combined network
unique.
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As a further simplification, we define that the tunnelbox
on each site always has a Node Index of 1, i.e. it will have
the lowest possible host addresses in each of a site’s NORNET

subnets.

4.3. Access providers and tunnels

Each of the NORNET CORE sites within Norway will be
connected to the provider UNINETT,16 which manages the
Norwegian national research and education network. Partic-
ularly, all universities in Norway are connected by UNINETT.
Since it provides a fast and reliable network, it will also be
the network to be used for all administrative and monitoring
communication purposes among the national sites.

For the additional ISP connections, we prefer to have a
mix of different connection types. That is, while we will
add further high-speed connections, it is also desired to
add the type of interconnection that is provided to ‘‘regu-
lar’’ customers, i.e. consumer-type broadband Internet ac-
cess. Particularly, such interconnections should get the
same kind of ‘‘best effort’’ Quality of Service (QoS) as regu-
lar consumers experience for their everyday Internet
usage. This will allow for representative network evalua-
tion experiments.

While UNINETT supports native IPv6 Internet access
(i.e. without the need for tunnelling all packets over
IPv4), the availability of IPv6 from consumer ISPs is – de-
spite the exhaustion of the IPv4 address space – still quite
limited. As one of our design goals is IPv6 support, NORNET

CORE makes use of IPv6 between the tunnelboxes of two
sites if the corresponding providers of a path support it.
For a UNINETT M UNINETT relation, this is of course
mostly17 the case. Then, the IPv6 packets are tunnelled over
a separate IPv6-over-IPv6 tunnel between the two tunnel-
boxes. However, if one side only supports IPv4, IPv6 traffic
will be transported over the existing IPv4 tunnel along with
normal IPv4 traffic. Clearly, IPv6 experiments have to keep
this fact in mind.

Currently, NORNET CORE is only intended for best effort
traffic experiments. At the moment, only UNINETT would
be able to provide certain QoS guarantees. However, if
QoS functionalities become more widespread – in particu-
lar also for consumer Internet connections – in the future,
it would be possible to add appropriate functionalities (e.g.
bandwidth reservations, etc.) into the tunnelboxes as well.

4.4. The tunnelboxes

The main purpose of the tunnelboxes is the routing
among the NORNET CORE sites through the tunnels that rep-
resent the different combinations of outgoing and incom-
ing ISPs. Classic Internet routing for a packet is just based
on its destination address. Then, the appropriate output
port of the router is chosen by the longest prefix match
[12] in the router’s global routing table. However, for a
multi-homed site, this simple procedure is not sufficient
any more. Here, all packets to the same destination would
16 UNINETT: https://www.uninett.no/.
17 A few sites have not yet fully deployed IPv6 connectivity from their

UNINETT endpoint to their NORNET CORE setup.
just take the same path – which is clearly not the intended
behaviour. Instead, for instance, a packet originating from
the ISP I1 address space of a site (i.e. identified by the pack-
et’s source address) should be routed through an appropri-
ate tunnel (i.e. chosen by the packet’s destination address)
over the access of ISP I1. Likewise, a packet having an ISP I2

source address should be routed over an access of ISP I2.
This functionality requires separate routing tables, with a
selection of the routing table based on a packet’s source
address.

A feature of the Linux networking stack is policy-based
routing [17]. It provides the capability of selecting a sepa-
rate routing table based on conditions like the packet
source address and the value of the Type of Service field
(TOS, for IPv4, see [18]) or Traffic Class field (for IPv6,
[19]). Therefore, our tunnelboxes are realised by Linux-
based systems which are configured with appropriate
routing tables for IPv4 and IPv6, as well as with policies
to select one of the tables based on a packet’s source
address.

As an additional feature, we also make use of the Type
of Service/Traffic Class field support of the policy-based
routing functionality in Linux by using it to explicitly allow
a sender to select a specific outgoing provider. That is, a re-
search node at a site could e.g. send a packet with a source
address from ISP I1, but request it to be routed through a
tunnel over a different (local) ISP, ISP I2, instead. This al-
lows for experiments with asymmetric packet routes, i.e.
an application’s packets from a site Sa to a site Sb may
explicitly take a different path than it is used for the an-
swer back from site Sb to site Sa. For this purpose, three bits
in the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) field of Type of Service or
Traffic Class (defined in [20]) are used as an index for the
outgoing provider in the Provider Index list of all providers
the site is connected to. That is, for instance, if the site Sa is
connected to the ISPs P̂a ¼ f1;8;42g, a DSCP-based index of
3 will then choose the third provider in this list (i.e. pro-
vider #42 here). The outgoing packet is then routed
through a tunnel via this provider.

The DSCP index of 0 means to just use the default pro-
vider, i.e. the provider given by the packet’s source ad-
dress. Then, the three bits allow an explicit output
specification for the first seven (i.e. 28 � 1) providers only.
The limitation to three bits instead of six – as reserved for
the DSCP [20] – is a limitation of the routing policy imple-
mentation in Linux. If necessary, this limitation could be
removed by adapting the kernel implementation to use
all six bits (then allowing specification of 26 � 1 ¼ 63 sep-
arate outgoing providers in the DSCP). However, as for
now, NORNET sites connected to more than seven local ISPs
seem to be unlikely. Note, that the explicit provider choice
by DSCP index only affects the outgoing provider chosen a
site. The incoming provider of the remote site is identified
by the destination address of a packet.

At each site, the local tunnelbox connects all the devices
within the site’s provider networks (see Subsection 4.2).
Physically, however, a site’s internal networks are just rea-
lised by a single Gigabit Ethernet topology. The different
provider address spaces are just a logical configuration
and can be realised as Virtual LANs within the Ethernet.
This allows for an inexpensive setup of a site. Adding a

http://https://www.uninett.no/
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new provider just means to physically connect the tunnel-
box; any further site configuration is just being performed
in software.

In addition to provide the routing, each tunnelbox also
hosts a Network Time Protocol (NTP) [21] service for time
synchronisation, as well as a Domain Name System (DNS)
[22] service for name lookups. The latter is particularly
used to map the names of all systems within NORNET CORE

to addresses (see also Subsection 4.2) as well as to provide
a reverse lookup of addresses back to names. A detailed
overview of the technical realisation of the tunnelboxes
is provided in [23].

4.5. Research nodes

The research nodes of each site are – of course – the rea-
son for setting up NORNET CORE. They allow researchers to
run experiments on them which make use of the multi-
homed topology. Conceptually, NORNET CORE with tunnels
and tunnelboxes is independent of a specific research plat-
form. However, since node management tasks like config-
uration, resource provisioning and sharing are recurring
tasks, it is useful to have at least some common and gener-
ic platforms. Therefore, all NORNET CORE sites will provide at
least some nodes that are based on the PLANETLAB software
platform.

4.5.1. PLANETLAB/ONELAB

PLANETLAB
18 [1] is the oldest and most widespread net-

work research testbed platform; its core software is also re-
used in various adapted forms for other testbeds.
Particularly, ONELAB

19 is a European testbed initiative that
provides its own code branch20 of the original PLANETLAB soft-
ware. The ONELAB branch is particularly interesting in the
context of NORNET CORE due to its out-of-the-box kernel sup-
port for the multi-homed Transport Layer protocol SCTP
[24,25].

Nodes based on the PLANETLAB software are Linux-based
physical machines that run virtual machines. The nodes
are centrally administrated by a Planet Lab Control (PLC)
server [26]. The PLC takes care of managing user accounts
and so-called slices. A slice is a reserved set of resources in
the testbed used to conduct an experiment with certain
attributes (e.g. access permissions, bandwidth restrictions,
etc.). A node can be mapped to one or more slices. For each
slice, the node will then instantiate its own virtual ma-
chine – denoted as sliver – with the given permissions. That
is, a node is shared among all researchers running slivers
on it. The virtualisation software ensures that different
slivers on the same machine do not interfere with each
other (although some interaction may be explicitly permit-
ted by setting certain permissions).

The PLANETLAB node software is based on LINUX-VSERVERS,21

an operating-system-based virtualisation approach for Li-
nux. LINUX-VSERVERS itself is not a part of the standard Linux
kernel; it therefore requires a patched kernel with corre-
18 PLANETLAB: http://www.planet-lab.org/.
19 ONELAB: http://www.onelab.eu/.
20 ONELAB source code repository: http://git.onelab.eu/.
21 LINUX-VSERVERS: http://www.linux-vserver.org/.
sponding userland tools. However, the current mainline Li-
nux kernel development prefers the approach of LINUX

CONTAINERS
22 (LXC), providing relatively similar functional-

ities. The current development direction of the PLANETLAB/
ONELAB software therefore goes in the same direction. LXC-
based ONELAB builds23 are available now and used in the NOR-

NET CORE deployment. NORNET CORE is one of the first experi-
mental users of this software and we are also in contact
with the developers in order to contribute improvements.

Besides the advantage that the LXC-based ONELAB

builds provide a much easier possibility to use state-of-
the-art Linux kernels and software, it also provides a sig-
nificantly improved network handling in comparison to
the original PLANETLAB software. Particularly, it uses OPEN

VSWITCH
24 [27] to provide a virtual switch that is used to

connect the slivers. This virtual switch is then bridged into
the site’s NORNET Ethernet. This provides the possibility to
use separate addresses for each sliver, i.e. a researcher can
use its ‘‘own’’ addresses, without a need to share them
with other slivers. In contrast, the original PLANETLAB soft-
ware shared a single IPv4 address per node among all sliv-
ers, which resulted in a restriction to TCP and UDP as
transport protocols (plus SCTP in the case of ONELAB) and
a mapping of ports to slivers. Also, the new LXC-based
software provides IPv6 support as well.
4.5.2. Other platforms
Research nodes based on other testbed platforms – like

VINI [28], TOMATO [29], etc. – can also be installed as re-
quired. For these nodes, a site’s tunnelbox is just a regular
IPv4/IPv6 router that has to be appropriately configured
into the components.
4.6. Management infrastructure

Clearly, NORNET CORE needs a management infrastructure
to maintain and distribute the configurations of the tun-
nelboxes at different sites. Our intention here has been to
reuse as much of the existing testbed infrastructure as pos-
sible. Since we deploy a PLANETLAB-based infrastructure [26]
for all sites, we have decided to integrate the tunnelbox
management into this framework. The PLANETLAB software
takes care of general testbed management tasks by provid-
ing a database, a web-based configuration interface, a
cryptographically secured XMLRPC interface [30] to access
and modify the configuration, as well as user, node and site
management. Therefore, we have just added special attri-
butes to sites and nodes records for holding the NORNET-
specific configuration information. A tunnelbox, based on
a lightweight Linux setup, then uses the XMLRPC API to ob-
tain the configuration data for setting up interfaces, rout-
ing policies and routes, as well as for dynamically
providing information about any changes to the list of lo-
cally connected ISPs.
22
LINUX CONTAINERS: http://lxc.sourceforge.net/.

23 ONELAB LXC builds: http://build.onelab.eu/lxc/.
24 OPEN VSWITCH: http://www.openvswitch.org/.

http://www.planet-lab.org/
http://www.onelab.eu/
http://git.onelab.eu/
http://www.linux-vserver.org/
http://lxc.sourceforge.net/
http://build.onelab.eu/lxc/
http://www.openvswitch.org/
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4.7. Network monitoring

An important lesson learned from PLANETLAB usage is
that a tight monitoring of the nodes is necessary, in order
to make sure that the whole testbed is available and usable
by the researchers. This is actually a major issue for
PLANETLAB: currently, only 575 nodes of 1042 nodes25 are
up and running, i.e. the availability is just about 55%. Clearly,
NORNET CORE intends to do significantly better and targets a
research node availability of at least 90%. To reach this
availability, two goals have to be met:

1. Quick detection of node failures and problems.
2. Fast reaction to the detected issues.

To achieve the first goal, i.e. a quick detection of issues,
we are going to utilise the network management tool NA-

GIOS [32]. A monitoring station at the Simula central site
will continuously observe the status of all components
and trigger actions in case of problems. Further details on
the monitoring of NORNET CORE can be found in [23].

Hardware failures, of course, need on-site actions at
specific sites, like replacing a broken harddrive or network
cable. A quick detection of an issue therefore ensures that
such actions can be triggered as fast as possible. The NOR-

NET CORE administration will strictly require reasonably fast
reaction times from all of its member sites, where all hard-
ware used are bought with an on-site service agreement.

Due to the experimental characteristic of NORNET CORE, a
node unavailability will in many cases just be caused by a
software failure – e.g. a kernel deadlock or system crash. In
such cases, a node reset (e.g. by power-cycling) is neces-
sary. E.g. for PLANETLAB, the usage of a power control unit
(PCU), i.e. a remotely-controllable device that can switch
the power for connected components, is just optional.
Since there is also no standardised PCU API, many PCUs
may need manual operation by a human operator (e.g. lo-
gin on a special web interface, etc.). For NORNET CORE, it is
intended to make the availability of an automatically con-
trollable PCU for all devices mandatory. That is, the net-
work control at the Simula central site will be able to
remotely power-cycle devices in order to try to make them
work again quickly and without further on-site interaction.
5. Applications

NORNET CORE is a flexible network testbed that can facil-
itate a wide range of network experiments. These experi-
ments can focus on mechanisms at the networking layer
or above. In the following, we highlight some types of
experiments where NORNET CORE with its strong focus on
site multi-homing can be particularly well suited.

5.1. Network layer

Multi-path routing is an old topic in the networking lit-
erature. A multitude of routing algorithms exist that can
provide more than one next-hop for a given network des-
25 Test made on September 9, 2013 with scripts from [31].
tination (for an overview, see [33]). Given the availability
of multiple paths between two end hosts, one of the main
challenges becomes how traffic should be distributed
across the different paths. This is a challenge both at the
network edge and in the core of the network. At the edge,
a multi-homed stub network can employ different strate-
gies to distribute traffic load based on price or performance
[34]. In the core of a network, different strategies can be
used to split traffic on available paths. Traditional multi-
path methods such as Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) will
split traffic equally on the available paths. Better perfor-
mance can be achieved by unequal traffic splitting over
paths with different costs, as done in e.g., DEFT [35]. In this
approach, relatively more traffic is sent on the shorter
paths. In a related line of work, several proposals have been
made for dynamic load balancing, where the amount of
traffic sent on each path is adjusted based on the current
load situation in the network [36–38]. NORNET CORE is very
well suited to support experiments with network-layer
techniques for more efficient load balancing.

5.2. Transport layer

Beside multi-homed routing, NORNET will also be a use-
ful experimental platform for multi-homed Transport
Layer protocols. Currently, two protocol extensions are
very actively discussed in the context of the IETF Transport
Services Working Group (TSVWG): the Concurrent Multi-
path Transfer extension for SCTP (CMT-SCTP; [39,40]) as
well as the Multi-Path extension for TCP (MPTCP;
[41,42]). Also, both protocol extensions are now available
in experimental implementations, allowing for their lar-
ger-scale test within Internet setups. For example, [43]
show some interesting – and relevant for the IETF discus-
sion – measurement results on CMT-SCTP performance in
a two-site Internet setup. [44,40] describe the details,
and difficulties of a custom multi-site setup and suggest
the creation of a generic, multi-homed testbed as
experimental platform for further research. Clearly, also a
larger-scale experimental evaluation of multi-path
congestion control strategies for CMT-SCTP and MPTCP in
realistic, multi-homed Internet setups – as suggested by
[45,46,40] – could easily be realised as a NORNET CORE

experiment.
NETPERFMETER [44] is a Transport Layer protocol perfor-

mance evaluation tool for SCTP, TCP and UDP. It is the tool
that has been used for the CMT-SCTP experiments men-
tioned above and has also been applied for single-homed
SCTP tests within the G-LAB project. We have already
successfully applied NETPERFMETER for initial functionality
tests in the currently deployed NORNET CORE research nodes.
Particularly, it provides out-of-the-box multi-homing
support and also makes use of the SCTP support that is
provided by the node software (see Subsubsection 4.5.1).

Particularly useful in the context of multi-homed
Transport Layer protocol evaluation could also be the
deployment of research node platforms like TOMATO [29].
Nodes based on TOMATO provide the possibility to boot
custom operating system images. That is, unlike
operating-system-based virtualisation approaches like
PLANETLAB, a researcher could evaluate the performance of



Table 1
The NORNET CORE sites, September 2013.

Site Index Site name Location First ISP Second ISP

1 Simula Research Laboratory Fornebu, Akershus/Norway UNINETT (1) Kvantel (2)
2 Universitetet i Oslo Oslo, Oslo/Norway UNINETT (1) –d

3 Høgskolen i Gjøvik Gjøvik, Oppland/Norway UNINETT (1) –d

4 Universitetet i Tromsø, Tromsø, Troms/Norway UNINETT (1)a –d

5 Universitetet i Stavanger Stavanger, Rogaland/Norway UNINETT (1)a –d

6 Universitetet i Bergen Bergen, Hordaland/Norway UNINETT (1) a –d

7 Universitetet i Agder Kristiansand, Vest-Agder/Norway UNINETT (1) –d

8 Universitetet pa�Svalbard Longyearbyen, Svalbard/Norway UNINETT (1)a –d

9 NTNU Trondheim Trondheim, Sør-Trøndelag/Norway UNINETT (1) –d

10 Høgskolen i Narvik Narvik, Nordland/Norway UNINETT (1) – d

42 Universität Duisburg-Essen Essen, Nordrhein-Westfalen/Germany DFN (30) Versatel (31)b,c

88 Hainan University Haikou, Hainan/China CERNET (80) a Unicom (81) a

a IPv6 available from ISP but not yet deployed to NORNET CORE site.
b IPv6 not yet available from ISP.
c Consumer-grade ADSL connection.
d Negotiations with ISPs are in progress.

27 Kvantel: http://www.kvantel.no/; formerly Hafslund Telekom.
28 Versatel: http://www.versatel.de/.
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specially-adapted, kernel-based network stacks. Clearly,
this is very interesting [6] for IETF-related research – like
the ongoing activities on MPTCP and CMT-SCTP – that
has a strong focus on ‘‘running code’’ in real Internet
setups.

5.3. Higher layers

While the research on multi-homed transport is cur-
rently focused on just a few approaches (i.e. mainly SCTP
and MPTCP), there is a large number of applications that
can benefit from an underlying multi-homing
infrastructure.

Applications with need for network resilience are a ma-
jor use case. An interesting approach to unify a set of server
redundancy functionalities – like server pool management
and session handling – in combination with multi-homed
SCTP-based transport is the Reliable Server Pooling (RSer-
Pool) framework [47,48]. The core of RSerPool has been
standardised by the IETF [49]. However, there are still ac-
tive Internet Drafts that need further evaluation, particu-
larly in the context of realistic, multi-homed Internet
setups. [50,31] show PLANETLAB-based results on RSerPool
performance in a single-homed, large-scale Internet setup.
By using NORNET CORE, RSerPool research – and particularly
the performance implications of an underlying, multi-
homed infrastructure – becomes feasible. Currently, func-
tional tests of NORNET CORE are performed with the RSerPool
demonstration platform introduced in [51].

A further, highly interesting research topic on applica-
tions is the transport of real-time multimedia data among
multi-homed endpoints [52–54]. The challenge here is that
data – like a video or audio stream – have to be split up
among paths and recombined at the receiver while main-
taining timing constraints. Unlike for a lab setup with het-
erogeneous high-speed links, however, distinct paths in
the Internet may have very different QoS characteristics
(i.e. bandwidth, delay, jitter, packet loss). A very interesting
experimental application for such scenarios is the HOMER

framework,26 a multimedia conferencing system with mul-
ti-path transport support based on CMT–SCTP. The CMT–
26 HOMER: http://www.homer-conferencing.com/.
SCTP-based multi-path transport is currently examined in
lab setups and used for proof-of-concept demonstration pur-
poses [55]. NORNET CORE will allow performing realistic
experiments with this application.

6. Current network setup

Table 1 presents the sites of the NORNET CORE as of Sep-
tember 2013. Currently, it consists of 10 sites in Norway
(see Fig. 1 for their geographic location). All of these sites
use UNINETT (Provider Index 1) as their primary ISP, as ex-
plained in Subsection 4.3. While in fact IPv6 should be
available at all of these sites, some of them have not yet de-
ployed IPv6 to their NORNET CORE site setup itself. Also, cur-
rently only the Simula central site is connected to
Kvantel27 (Provider Index 2) as the second ISP. Negotiations
to add further ISPs are in progress.

The first international NORNET CORE site (Site Index 42)
has been deployed at the Institute for Experimental Math-
ematics of the University of Duisburg-Essen in Essen, Ger-
many. It is connected to the Deutsches Forschungsnetz
(DFN, Provider Index 30) – the German research network
that corresponds to UNINETT in Norway – as the primary
ISP, as well as a consumer-grade Asymmetric Digital Sub-
scriber Line (DSL) connection from Versatel28 (Provider In-
dex 31) as the second ISP. Unlike the other ISP connections,
which are fibre-based with a symmetric speed of at least
100 Mbit/s, the ADSL link is asymmetric with a downstream
of 16 Mbit/s and an upstream of just 1 Mbit/s.

The second NORNET CORE site outside of Norway (Site In-
dex 88) is hosted at the College of Information Science and
Technology at the Hainan University in Haikou, China. It is
connected to the China Education and Research Network
(CERNET29, Provider Index 80) – the Chinese research net-
work – as the primary ISP, as well as to China Unicom30

(Provider Index 81) as the second ISP.
All machines at the 10 Norwegian sites are HP ProLiant

DL320 G6 servers equipped with a 4-core Intel Xeon E5606
29 CERNET: http://www.edu.cn/.
30 China Unicom: http://www.chinaunicom.com/.

http://www.homer-conferencing.com/
http://www.kvantel.no/
http://www.versatel.de/
http://www.edu.cn/
http://www.chinaunicom.com/
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CPU at 2.13 GHz, 8 GiB of memory and a 450 GiB harddisk.
These servers also contain HP Integrated Lights-Out (iLO).
iLO provides a management instance that runs completely
separate from the operating system. Its main use case is to
provide PCU functionality, i.e. it allows to remotely reset
the system in case of problems. Some more information
on the hardware setup can be found in [23].
31 E.g., ip -4 addr show dev eth0.
32 E.g. traceroute hdestinationi -s hsourcei.
33 Bits in the TOS field: D D D D D D|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl} C C|{z}.
7. Experiment tutorial

In general, the steps to perform an experiment in the
NORNET CORE testbed are as follows: first a user account
for the PLC server is necessary. Particularly, the new user
also has to store a Secure Shell (SSH) [56] public key on
the PLC server. This key will later be used to authenticate
the user when accessing slivers. A new slice can then be
created for the user, or the user could be mapped to an
existing slice, by an administrator. The administrator also
has the possibility to allocate ‘‘own’’ IP addresses on each
node that get mapped to the slice (i.e. on nodes that are
going to run a sliver of this slice). This will probably be
the usual procedure for multi-homing experiments, since
the user gets control over the IP addresses. Otherwise, sli-
ver addresses are shared as with the original, non-LXC PLA-

NETLAB software (see also Subsubsection 4.5.1). Beside this
address allocation process that is automated by a script,
the rest of the PLC-based user and slice maintenance is
the same as for PLANETLAB/ONELAB; details on that can e.g.
be found in [26,30].

To access the NORNET CORE network, the user simply con-
nects a computer to the NORNET Ethernet of its local site.
For external users, it is intended to make the network also
accessible via a VPN to the Simula central site. By using the
SSH private key, the user can now establish SSH connec-
tions to all of the slivers of a corresponding slice. Inside
the slivers, the user finds a Linux environment that can
be configured as needed, e.g. by installing additional soft-
ware from the standard repository as well as custom soft-
ware for research experiments. As for PLANETLAB/ONELAB, it is
important to note that slivers should not be expected to be
a reliable, permanent storage. In case of a problem with the
node hosting the slivers, the standard procedure is just to
reinstall the node. Such a reinstall also wipes all slivers.
It is therefore strongly recommended for the user to take
care of this fact by e.g. preparing scripts to easily recreate
the needed configuration within the slivers.

The network configuration of each sliver will show31 an
Ethernet interface eth0 that has one or more logical IPv4 and
IPv6 networks configured – one for each local ISP. For a sli-
ver at the Simula central site, this could e.g. be 10.1.1.120/
24, 10.2.1.120/24 (i.e. Node Index 120 at site 1 for providers
1 and 2; see also Subsection 4.2). For a simple test, the user
could e.g. choose a peer sliver at the international site in Es-
sen. Let’s say it has the IPv4 configuration 10.30.42.133/24,
10.31.42.133/24 (i.e. Node Index 133 at site 42 for providers
30 and 31). Then, TRACEROUTE could be used32 on the Simula
site’s sliver for testing the four possible combinations of out-
going and incoming ISPs to reach the Essen site’s sliver:

� Provider 1 (Simula) to provider 30 (Essen).
� Provider 1 (Simula) to provider 31 (Essen).
� Provider 2 (Simula) to provider 30 (Essen).
� Provider 2 (Simula) to provider 31 (Essen).

This is performed by choosing the right source address
(i.e. either 10.1.1.120 of provider 1 or 10.2.1.120 of pro-
vider 2 at the Simula site 1) as well as the destination ad-
dress (i.e. either 10.30.42.133 of provider 30 or
10.31.42.133 of provider 31 at the Essen site 42). Note, that
the answer packets in all these cases take the reverse path
backwards (i.e. back to the specified source address). That
is, the routing is symmetric.

In order to make use of asymmetric routing, the packet
TOS33 can be set. The relevant bits are bits 2–4 (counted
from 0), i.e. possible TOS settings are 0�00 (default pro-
vider), 0�04 (the first provider), 0�08 (the second provider),
etc. if the two lowest bits – which are used for Explicit Con-
gestion Notification (ECN) [57] – are set to 0. Note, that the
TOS specifies the number of a provider at a site (first, second,
third, etc.) and not its index (e.g. 2, 30, 31, etc.). That is,
sending a packet from a provider 1 address at Simula to a
provider 31 address in Essen, but setting the TOS to 0�08
(choosing the second provider, here: provider 2), will lead
to sending out the packet with a source address in provider
DSCP ECN
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1’s network via provider 2. Since the source address is rele-
vant for the response, the peer side will send its reply to the
provider 1 address, i.e. it comes back via provider 1.

In the same way, this simple test can also be repeated
by using IPv6 instead of IPv4. The Traffic Class field has
the same format as the TOS for IPv4. Also, in order to keep
an overview of the used addresses during the TRACEROUTE

runs, it is practical for the user that the DNS service for NOR-

NET CORE [23,22] provides reverse lookup for the NORNET

CORE addresses.

8. Conclusions and future work

The steady growth and reliance on availability-critical
services in the Internet leads to a growing interest in mul-
ti-homed systems; multi-homing will become an impor-
tant property of the Future Internet. Therefore, it is
necessary to test and evaluate new ideas and approaches
– particularly in the areas of multi-path routing, load bal-
ancing, multi-path transport protocols, overlay networks
and network resilience – in real-world, multi-homed Inter-
net setups. The NORNET CORE testbed platform, which has
been presented in this paper, provides an environment to
make such experiments possible. The testbed is currently
under deployment [58], with a number of sites distributed
all over Norway, and with a future – also international –
extension in the planning stage.

As ‘‘the road to hell is paved with unused testbeds’’ [59],
great effort has been made to ensure that the NORNET test-
bed actually will be used by researchers. That is, ‘‘NORNET

wants to be a building block of the railroad to heaven’’.34

We are currently in contact with several research groups
in the area of multi-homed systems, and are also very inter-
ested in establishing new contacts. Initial experiments with
multi-homed systems in the context of multi-path transport
and resilient applications have already started, with further
experiments in preparation.

An important future development step of NORNET CORE,
will be a tighter coupling with the NORNET EDGE project on
multi-homing with wireless broadband providers, offering
3G and 4G access (i.e. UMTS, LTE, etc.). As presented in
Fig. 5, the tunnelboxes will be equipped with wireless de-
vices, along with the existing cable-based Internet connec-
tions. Furthermore, NORNET EDGE distributes a large set of
mobile nodes over the whole country of Norway. Manage-
ment of, and access to these nodes, is intended to be inte-
grated into the infrastructure provided by NORNET CORE. This
will provide researchers with a unique, novel and realistic
testbed for research on multi-homed systems with both
wired and wireless access links that have very heteroge-
neous QoS characteristics. That is, experiments can be con-
ducted in an environment similar to the world experienced
by the ‘‘regular’’, real-world Internet users of today.
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